KAOS Theory: The Afrokosmic Ark of Ben Caldwell
4/4 12:40-2pm

In this talk, coauthors Ben Caldwell and Taj Frazier discuss their forthcoming book, KAOS Theory: The Afrokosmic Ark of Ben Caldwell (Angel City Press, Fall 2023). The book combines narrative history with multimedia and archival materials to explore the community-engaged media and art practices of filmmaker Ben Caldwell and the L.A.-based media-arts lab he established in 1984, KAOS Network. The authors' presentation will highlight several of the media and artistic works featured in the book, as well as detail aspects of their five-year research on this book, travels together, and collaborations on other projects.

Ben Caldwell is a Los Angeles-based arts educator and independent filmmaker.

Dr. Robeson Taj Frazier is a writer and professor of communication in the Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism at the University of Southern California and director of IDEA (the Institute for Diversity and Empowerment at Annenberg).
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